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Besides being an engaged photographer
(that means I’m not married to the art), I
also dabble in genealogy by tracking
families near and far. I’ve found that
photographs from my past and my
family’s provide a surprising bit of
information. It’s something to keep in
mind when I’m carefully crafting my
composition or cropping away
distractions. It turns out that some
“photobombs” or unintended people or
details can be real treasures.
While sorting through old images trying to
cull down some of my 100,000 images
A "Blast from the Past" or how folks lived in 1930. Not exactly your
(yes, I know that makes me a photo
classic photo from that period but one that I love because of all it tells
hoarder), I discovered something
me about my grandmother's life. Notice the cereal and the milk bottle.
interesting. Those boring old images
contained glimpses into the past that I
hadn’t realized I had. I have lots of “trials” that
happen when I get a new camera or lens and just
shoot whatever is available. That means I have
pictures of my kitchen, my bedroom, my yard, my
garage – you get the message.
In addition, because I AM a hoarder, I have a hard
time discarding junk photos. Some of these images
go back to my rst digital camera over twenty years
ago. Along the way I have unintentionally recorded
lots of life details such as the furniture we had, the
curtains in my home, the appliances and pots in my
kitchen. One time we even tried to create a
photographic record of possessions for insurance
purposes (which only remained current for fteen
minutes). I have pictures of the homes we lived in
and the cars we drove. I have records of dresses I
loved or hated and shoes I wore. The list of “life
details” could go on and on. But you get the
message.

Not exactly a "keeper" but a great shot of my kitchen
for 25 years. I don't believe it was usually this neat.

So why would I care about these photos? They are
really pretty boring. Yep! But incredibly revealing.
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So what does that have to do with my other
obsession: family history? I have found these
revealing shots make great additions to my
genealogy records. They make it possible for me to
include lots of small details that make my sometimes
“dry” dates and places seem more real to those who

One of my "experiments" to check the lighting needs
of a new camera. It is a great shot because of the
details it provides about our home.

will read these accounts in the future. They also act as triggers for me reminding me of details I
might not remember. These surprising bits of “memory” verify the cliché “a picture is worth a
thousand words.”
So here’s a thought. Rather than worrying about those distractions in my photos, I’m going to
learn to love them. Rather than crop them out, I’ll leave them in. Maybe it’s more important to
record the whole scene rather than a carefully orchestrated one. Or if I just can’t stand it, I’ll
keep one original and then crop away to make a “good” photo. But what I’m going to keep in
mind is that photography is more than creating a gorgeous image. It’s also about recording the
present. How many of us have looked back at those perennial Thanksgiving shots of everyone
at the table and responded with the thought “Oh! I remember my aunt’s cranberry surprise that
we all hated.”? Or we laughed at eleven year old brother’s antics that at the time aggravated
the person trying to get the perfect pic. Sometimes what matters isn’t that a picture is perfect
but that it is real. Those are the ones that are more likely to be important as we “travel” to the
future.
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The classic "Easter dress" shot with an unimpressed brother.
But that Cadillac was part of our family history and is even
included in my grandmother's estate records. Notice the
rolled up jeans.

Christmas long ago. Notice the yellow chrome chairs and the
door. That tablecloth is still in my possession. Future
generations will be able to track its history from this image.
Do we see a "theme" in the pictures of the boy in all three of
these?

Another classic family pic for sure. Notice the the car in the
garage and the spindly plant. Not exactly a "keeper" but ever
so valuable for details. Yep, that's me in the frilly white
"apron."

